
TRAVEL WRITING ARTICLE SUBMISSIONS FOR PARENTING

Lies about parenting is an interesting site that consists of articles that offer Submissions: They offer $ to $ (paid within
30 days) depending on . of topics such as parenting, beauty, news, travel, health, and recipes.

Portland Family Magazine is a bi-monthly regional publication which focuses on the positive
accomplishments of those involved in the arts, politics, environment, healthcare, technology, religion and
ethics, housing, and culture. This particular magazine centers around parenting children between the ages of
3â€”12 and covers a variety of topics such as budgeting tips, vacation planning, cooking, and school
preparation. Although they note that not every piece needs an explicit tie-in to Judaism. MAW reads the way
motherhood is, not as someone is telling you it should be. Pay varies depending on length. Lies about
parenting is an interesting site that consists of articles that offer solutions and easy-to-implement actions plans
for mothers who want to have more time for fun and less time for stress. The editors prefer articles with local
information using local sources. They also accept fiction pieces. View Submission Guidelines Sacramento
Parent magazine Founded in , Sacramento Parent has become the largest and oldest locally owned parenting
publication in Northern California. Practical articles can also be activity-based; writers for these types of
articles keep the information short and to the point. Through our pages, we want our readers to feel
understood, supported and empowered to make healthy parenting and life choices. Friday, June 16, 36
Parenting and Family Magazines That Pay Writers Writers who have taken the leap into parenthood have
access to great material. Payment is negotiated once a proposal has been accepted, and is based on the length
of the article, the amount of research involved and the experience of the writer. Readership is largely
composed of families with children ages newborn through beginning college. A free monthly parents
magazine for families in Billings, Mont. Payment is upon publication. This Canadian online publication
publishes both original and syndicated articles relevant to the Canadian woman with children. Strong
emphasis is placed on how and where to find family-oriented events, as well as goods and services for
children, in Cincinnati and Central Indiana. It is one of the more unique websites we uncovered in our search.
BabyFit articles generally fall into the broad categories of Nutrition, Fitness, Pregnancy or Post-partum
parenting. HVFH has over contributors and accepts â€”word articles about parenting, family, grief, and faith.
The monthly Metro Parent print magazine also offers a variety of special sections throughout the year, both in
print and online. ADDitude Magazine is happy to receive first-person articles by parents, employers, teachers,
etc. Family Circle is a lifestyle magazine for women. Each issue has a theme, regular features and
departments. FamilyFun FamilyFun magazine is part of the Meredith company which includes renown
publications such as Time and People magazine, amongst other leading brands which cover pop culture,
celebrity and entertainment, food, fashion, lifestyle, and news. Fees vary upon length, depth of piece and
whether its an original manuscript, submitted, assigned, or if it is a reprint. View Submission Guidelines
BabyFit. Pays kill fees. One of the coolest features, in our opinion, is that the publication tackles tough current
event topics, and how to talk to your children about them. View Submission Guidelines Thriving Family
magazine Thriving Family focuses on marriage and parenting from a biblical perspective. Pay varies per
magazine and length. Strong emphasis is placed on how and where to find family-oriented events, as well as
goods and services for children, in Western New York the Buffalo metro area. When possible, the editors
prefer a Billings tie-in. Articles submitted should address current parenting issues with Billings tie-ins
whenever possible. Focus on the Family Magazine A Christian-based online magazine that focuses on
practical ideas for parenting such as how to help with schoolwork, providing support and motivation.
Sometimes it offers material geared towards a national audience, but they are looking for writers from the
area. Our general goal is to have a good mix of fun and substantive local stories of interest to local parents.
Submissions: You can pitch the publication by sending an email to the editors here.


